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Objectives
•Participants will be to discuss types of acquired brain injury including traumatic brain injury
(TBI).
•Participants will be to compare behavioral issues for children and youth during acute care
associated with TBI.
•Participants will have an understanding of challenges families face when a child has a
mental health concern and are seeking assistance.
•Participants will have an understanding of the Psychiatric Intake Response Center’s (PIRC)
mission and goals to make an impact in the states of pediatric mental health in Alabama.
•Participants will be able to demonstrate the effectiveness of interventions utilizing COA
Psychiatric Intake Response Center (PIRC) and assess benefits from clinic services and
community referrals related to behavior and TBI.
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Continuums of ABI
1. Type injury
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4. Healthcare system and community

Continuum of ABI
“predictors of outcome cannot be
generalized across the various etiologies
of ABI…”

Johnson, Abigail R (2009). "Predictors of outcome following acquired brain injury in children". Developmental
disabilities research reviews (1940-5510), 15 (2), p. 124.
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Annual Number of Pediatric TBIs
For individuals age 0-14
 1,500 deaths

 75-85% of all injuries are mild TBI
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2018). Report to Congress: The Management of
Traumatic Brain Injury in Children, National Center for Injury Prevention and Control; Division of
Unintentional Injury Prevention. Atlanta, GA.
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Age-adjusted rates of emergency department visits per 100 000 population of sports- and recreation-related traumatic brain injury,
by year and sex, National Electronic Injury Surveillance System-All Injury Program, 2001-2012, United States.
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Sports and Recreation Related Traumatic Brain Injury

An estimated, 283,000 children seek care in
U.S. emergency departments each year for a
sports- or recreation-related TBI.
Sarmiento K, Thomas KE, Daugherty J, et al. Emergency Department Visits for Sports- and Recreation-Related Traumatic Brain Injuries Among Children — United States, 2010–2016.
MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2019;68:237–242. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm6810a2External
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“Psychological ………disorders….can develop
following TBI, which also might contribute to
varying degrees of long-term
impairment……..These include mood
disorders.”
Considerable gaps in the current
understanding regarding the overlap and
specific relations among TBI and these
conditions.
Individual characteristics including ADHD,
anxiety, depression, mood disorders, and
migraines are potentially important
determinants of outcomes following TBI.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2018). Report to Congress: The Management of Traumatic
Brain Injury in Children, National Center for Injury Prevention and Control; Division of Unintentional Injury
Prevention. Atlanta, GA.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2015). Report to Congress on Traumatic Brain Injury in the
United States: Epidemiology and Rehabilitation. National Center for Injury Prevention and Control; Division
of Unintentional Injury Prevention. Atlanta, GA.

Risk for incarceration after a TBI
increases with a h/o substance abuse,
multiple TBIs, untreated TBI, mental
health diagnosis, and family
disadvantage (low socioeconomic
status and parental education).
Mental health conditions, such as
depression and anxiety, poor problemsolving skills, and considerations
aligned with suicide risk are also
associated with TBI in children.
Emotional symptoms after a sportsrelated mTBI can contribute to the new
psychiatric disorders, isolated suicidal
ideation, and worsening symptoms of a
pre-existing psychiatric disorder.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2018). Report to Congress: The Management of Traumatic
Brain Injury in Children, National Center for Injury Prevention and Control; Division of Unintentional Injury
Prevention. Atlanta, GA.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2015). Report to Congress on Traumatic Brain Injury in the
United States: Epidemiology and Rehabilitation. National Center for Injury Prevention and Control; Division
of Unintentional Injury Prevention. Atlanta, GA.

Depression and Depressive Symptoms in
Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injury: A Scoping Review.
•

Studies have estimated the rate of depression in children post-TBI between 33% and 50%

•

The relationship between TBI and depression has been more widely studied among adults. Little is known about
the mechanisms responsible for the occurrence of depression in children after TBI.

•

Depression in TBI may be a primary versus secondary outcome.
– If a primary outcome, then depressive symptoms would be worse with severe TBI, however, the available
research does not support a strong relationship in this regard. Depression might be a primary outcome
following TBI in the early stages post injury but the long-term associations remain unclear.

•

Might be due to interruptions of neural circuits or hormonal changes, or secondary to changes in the child's
experiences or perceptions

•

Studies that examined the relationship of depression to other outcomes of TBI (eg, quality of life, school
functioning) indicated that depression is predictive of other outcomes, but the causal direction of these
relationships was not addressed. Mostly likely, the effects are bidirectional.

•

Factors such as age at injury and the family environment may interact with injury severity to predict depression.

•

Existing literature suggests that depression is largely a secondary outcome of childhood TBI, although further
research is needed before any definitive conclusion can be drawn.

•

“Directing research toward untangling the complexities of this issue can help guide treatments with the goal of
producing better functional outcomes for children who sustain a TBI.”
Laliberté Durish, Christianne (2018). "Depression and Depressive Symptoms in Pediatric Traumatic Brain Injury: A Scoping
Review.". The journal of head trauma rehabilitation (0885-9701), 33 (3), p. E18.
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